
⟪Rushi: Three Reincarnations of a Chinese Woman⟫ 

The one-woman play ⟪Rushi: Three Reincarnations of a Chinese Women⟫ written 
and composed by Yanzi Ding has world premiered in East Broadway in 2019, and 
been invited to lecture at Museum of Chinese in America(MOCA). 

Poster



 

Develop History 

The motive of creating this play is all for resonating the pursuing of peace inside 

with everyone nowadays. Triggered by the the meaning of “Home”, which is the 

place and feeling that settle every mankind. Therefore, we present three different 

roles as the reincarnations of a woman narrates aside as a spirit who waits the 

spiritual trial. 

Not only using the typical one-woman play performing style, we integrate it with the 

song, dance and projection, making a pleasant and informational theatre experience 

with changing of characters, costumes and technical design implementations. 

The script highlights many topics worthy to discuss nowadays: The environment, 

immigration, sexuality and orienting women’s value in different times. The target of 

the production is not only to Chinese but we are passionate to invite American 

audience to explore the oriental culture and confront the issues of the day together. 

Synopsis

This Story is about searching for the meaning of “Home”. Narrated by a bardo 

named Rushi, who is the spirit just died from her past life on the earth. 

This time she was judged by the spiritual juries according to her three past lives 

which  happened almost simultaneously in the parallel universe, for she tried to 

learn the same life issue again and again. 



 

Trailer 

Presented by a solo woman as four characters:  

Bardo Rushi in timeless spiritual realm; 

Singer Rushi in Shanghai in 1937; Villager 

Rushi in Henan, China in 1980; and Surgeon 

Rushi in New York in 2013.



Press 

“Taiwanese Actress Yanzi Ding, creating and playing a one-woman show  in East Broadway”, 

by Sing Tao Daily, the main Chinese Media in the U



Press Release by the renowned Theatre Media Website Broadway World 


